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arbitrary pairs of qubits, and feedforward of the measurement results. The underlying principle of our deriva-
tions is a variant of teleportation introduced by Zhou, Leung, and Chuang,fPhys. Rev. A62, 052316s2000dg.
Our derivations unify these two measurement-based models of quantum computation and provide significantly
simpler schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

What physical resources are needed to simulate the evo-
lution of an arbitrary physical system? In the context of in-
formation processing, the ability to performuniversalcom-
putation is equivalent to the ability to simulate an arbitrary
evolution—any computation is performed by evolving a
computing machine, and conversely, a universal computing
machine can be used to simulate the evolution of any system.

In the standard quantum circuit model of quantum com-
putationf1–3g, a quantum computation involves initializing
quantum systems—typicallyqubits or two-level quantum
systems—that are then acted on by a sequence ofquantum
gates, followed by some measurements. In this model,
simple quantum gatesssay, acting on one or two qubits at a
timed can be used to build up anarbitrary unitary transfor-
mation. Nonunitary evolution such as dissipation can also be
simulated in this model by introducing and later discarding
ancilla qubits.

Since measurement is generally irreversible, until recently
the conventional wisdom has held that the processing of
quantum information should be kept coherent and measure-
ments should be delayed until the final readout of computa-
tion results. A notable exception to this rule of thumb is
quantum teleportationf4g, in which a measurement by one
party determines the correction that a remote party should
apply to recover a quantum state. Another notable exception
is the use of syndrome measurements in quantum error cor-
rectionf5g. Syndrome measurements reveal the error that has
occurred without measuring the encoded quantum state,
thereby preserving its coherence. Indeed, there are many ap-
proaches to fault-tolerant quantum computation in which

measurements and simple quantum gates are used to imple-
ment other quantum gates that are difficult to apply directly
f6–12g.

Raussendorf and Briegelf13g overturned this conven-
tional wisdom, showing that it is possible to perform univer-
sal quantum computation using asequence of single-qubit
measurements alone, acting on some fixed entangled state
called acluster statef14g. Once the cluster state is prepared,
no further interactions are required, and the only aspect of
the computation that must remain coherent is the storage of
quantum information. More precisely,any quantum circuit
up to depthd and breadthb may be simulated using a single,
fixed cluster state ofOsbdd qubits. Each simulation of a
quantum gate is successful up to an additional known Pauli
error. Since the act of measuring the cluster state is irrevers-
ible, this model is referred to as theone-way quantum com-
puter s1WQCd model.

After the 1WQC was introduced, a very different
measurement-based scheme for quantum computation was
introduced by one of usf15g, following the line of thought
developed inf16,9,11g. We will refer to this model as a
teleportation-based model of quantum computationsTQCd,
since it is conceptually derived from teleportation. The TQC
uses similar physical resources to the 1WQC:smultiple-
qubitd measurements, quantum memory, and feedforward.
The initial TQC scheme proposed inf15g uses four-qubit
measurements. It also requires a nondeterministic number of
steps to perform each quantum gate. Simpler TQC schemes
were later proposedf17–19g, with the simplest using only
two-qubit measurements and performing each gate determin-
istically sup to a known Pauli errord.

The TQC is easy to understand since it is similar to the
standard model of quantum computation. In comparison, the
conceptual basis for the 1WQC is less clear. The prescrip-
tions given inf13,20g for using a 1WQC can be easily veri-
fied, but there is no clear underlying principle. This makes it
nontrivial to modify or optimize the existing 1WQC
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schemes. It is also unclear what makes the cluster state a
good substrate for quantum computation, and more gener-
ally, what makes a good or bad substrate. Finally, the 1WQC
formalism is heavily based on the stabilizer language devel-
oped by Gottesmanf21g. Although this language is powerful,
it is also rather specialized, being limited primarily to the
analysis of situations in which operations from a special
set—the Clifford group—are being applied. Furthermore, the
connection between the stabilizer language and the corre-
sponding picture in terms of state vectors is not always
straightforward.

On the other hand, the 1WQC has important advantages
over the TQC. First, no quantum interactions are required
after the initial preparation of the cluster state. Second, the
cluster state is independent of the computation to be per-
formed, except for its breadth and depth: arbitrary interac-
tions can be extracted from the fixed cluster state. Third,
there may be physical systems in which a cluster state offers
experimental advantages over more conventional approaches
f14,22g.

Our initial goal in undertaking the research reported here
was to identify simple underlying principles for the 1WQC
and to systematically derive schemes similar to the proposed
1WQC. We eventually found such a systematic derivation
using teleportation as an underlying principlef23g, in accord
with the conjecture that the 1WQC and the TQC are closely
related. Our improved conceptual understanding of the
1WQC proved valuable, for we subsequently found much
simpler 1WQC-like schemesf24g by choosing a simpler un-
derlying principle, known as “one-bit teleportation”f10g.
Such simplification is reminiscent of the work inf10g, which
simplifies the systematic fault-tolerant gate construction pro-
posed inf9g. We then realized that one-bit teleportation also
simplifies schemes in the TQC modelf25g.

We have therefore unified the 1WQC and the TQC mod-
els and obtained simplified measurement-based quantum
computation schemes. The 1WQC schemes we derive com-
bine the conceptual simplicity of the TQC with the practical
advantages of the 1WQC. We have also identified one-bit
teleportation as a single principle underlying both ap-
proaches to measurement-based quantum computation.

During the course of our investigation and preparation of
the manuscript, several related results have been reported. A
different explanation of the 1WQC model in terms of va-
lence bond solids was reported by Verstraete and Ciracf26g.
Whereas our 1WQC-like schemes differ from the original
schemes off13,20g, an exact explanation of the latter in
terms of teleportation was given by Aliferis and one of us
f27g. A partial explanation of the 1WQC model in terms of
one-bit teleportation was reported very recently by Jorrand
and Perdrixf28g, while schemes similar to our simplified
TQC schemes were independently reported by Perdrixf29g.
One of us has combined the 1WQC model with linear optics
f22g. Several results announced after our initial posting may
also be of interest. These include a model of measurement-
based universal quantum Turing machinesf30g, a more effi-
cient method to combine the 1WQC with linear opticsf31g,
and a new fault-tolerance study in the 1WQCf32g.

The structure of the paper is as follows. We begin in Sec.
II by briefly reviewing the circuit model, introducing a no-

tion of circuit simulation with Pauli errors, and describing
the TQC and 1WQC models of quantum computation in
more detail. We emphasize some conceptual ideas that may
be useful elsewhere. Section III reviews one-bit teleportation
and presents useful techniques obtained from it. The tech-
niques are used to derive a simplified TQC scheme in Sec.
IV A. Section IV C explains how one-bit teleportation can be
used to derive a scheme that simulates arbitrary circuits us-
ing a circuit-dependent entangled initial state, single-qubit
measurements, and feedforward. Section IV D explains sev-
eral techniques to remove the dependence of the initial state
on the circuit being simulatedsexcept for its breadth and
depthd. We conclude the paper in Sec. V. Our initial system-
atic derivation of 1WQC-like schemes based on teleportation
can be found inf23g.

II. THE QUANTUM CIRCUIT MODEL, THE TQC,
AND THE 1WQC

In this section, we summarize the circuit model of quan-
tum computation as a way of introducing the notation used
throughout the paper. We describe a notion of circuit simu-
lation that is crucial to our discussion. Then, we outline the
main features of the TQC and the 1WQC that motivate our
derivation. Since we derive simplified TQC and 1WQC
schemes, a full summary of the existing schemes will be
omitted. Finally, we describe a diagrammatic representation
of the 1WQC, which we call thesubstrate representation.

A. The quantum circuit model

Any unitary evolution can be built from simple quantum
gatesssay, acting on one or two qubits at a timed. A circuit
diagram represents a partially ordered set of unitary evolu-
tions and measurements. The input states and measurement
outcomes may be included. In a circuit diagram, time runs
from left to right. Each horizontal line represents quantum
information propagating forward in time, or equivalently,
quantum storage. Often, each line represents one qubit of
quantum information. A unitary gate is represented by a box
on the linessd, and a symbol for the gate is written inside the
box. Thus, the circuit symbol for a single-qubit gateU is
given by

s1d

In the basishu0l,u1lj, the matrix representations of some use-
ful single-qubit gates are given by

Xu = e−iuX, Zu = e−iuZ, H =
1
Î2

S1 1

1 − 1
D , s2d

whereI, X, Y, Z are used to represent the Pauli operators

I = S1 0

0 1
D, X = S0 1

1 0
D ,

Y = S0 − i

i 0
D, Z = S1 0

0 − 1
D . s3d
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The action of the Pauli operators on each qubit generates
a group, called the Pauli group. The Clifford group consists
of those unitary operators that preserve the Pauli group by
conjugation. For example,

HXH = Z, HZH = X. s4d

The only two-qubit gates we will use are within the Clifford
group—for example, the controlled-phase and the
controlled-NOT gates. They are denoted byLsZd and LsXd
respectively, and their circuit symbols are given by

s5d

The target ofLsXd is taken to be the second qubit. The
“upside down” controlled-NOT with the first qubit as the tar-
get is denoted byVsXd. In contrast,LsZd is symmetric be-
tween the two qubits, as is evident in the notation of Eq.s5d.
In the basishu00l,u01l,u10l,u11lj, the matrix representations of
LsZd andLsXd are given by

LsZd =1
1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 − 1
2, LsXd =1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0
2 . s6d

We will repeatedly use the following identities involving
LsXd andLsZd:

sI ^ HdLsZdsI ^ Hd = LsXd, s7d

sH ^ HdLsXdsH ^ Hd = VsXd, s8d

LsZdsX ^ IdLsZd = X ^ Z, s9d

LsZdsZ ^ IdLsZd = Z ^ I , s10d

LsXdsX ^ IdLsXd = X ^ X, s11d

LsXdsI ^ XdLsXd = I ^ X, s12d

LsXdsZ ^ IdLsXd = Z ^ I , s13d

LsXdsI ^ ZdLsXd = Z ^ Z. s14d

Equations7d shows thatLsZd and LsXd differ only by the
action of single-qubit unitary gates. Given the ability to per-
form single-qubit unitaries, eitherLsZd or LsXd is universal
for quantum computation.

We only considerprojective measurements, since using
generalized measurements trivializes the problem. A projec-
tive measurement can be specified by orthogonal subspaces
of the measured Hilbert space: the measurement projects the
state onto one subspace and outputs the subspace label.
Common ways to specify a measurement include a partition
of a basis or the eigenspaces of a Hermitian operator.
Throughout the paper, a measurement of a Hermitian opera-
tor O is denoted byMO.

A single-qubit measurement along the computational ba-
sis hu0l,u1lj is equivalent toMZ. It has the circuit symbol

s15d

Throughout the paper, a double line coming out of a mea-
surement box represents the classical measurement outcome,
and a single line represents the postmeasurement quantum
state. A single-qubit measurement along the basis
hU†u0l ,U†u1lj sU unitaryd is equivalent toMU†ZU, which is
equivalent to the sequence of operationsU, MZ, and finally
U† on the post-measurement quantum state. Whenever the
post-measurement quantum state is irrelevant, the measure-
ment is simply depicted as

s16d

and conversely, we identify subcircuits of the form given by
Eq. s16d as single-qubit measurements.

In addition to complete two-qubit measurements, we will
also useincompletetwo-qubit measurements. For example,
MZ^Z measures the parity defined in the computational basis.
As another example,MU†ZU^Z is equivalent to the sequence
of operationsU ^ I, MZ^Z, andU† ^ I.

We will often encounter a measurement of the form

s17d

where U,V are arbitrary single-qubit gates. The classical
outcome j corresponds to the measurement
of sU†XUd ^ sV†ZVd, becausesH ^ IdLsZdsU ^ Vd maps the
±1 eigenspace ofsU†XUd ^ sV†ZVd onto the ±1 eigenspace
of Z^ I. However,MsU†XUd^sV†ZVd does not give rise to the
correct postmeasurement quantum state in Eq.s17d. This re-
quires an extra measurementMU†ZU on the first qubit and an
extra gatesV†ZVdk on the second qubit if the outcome of
MU†ZU is k. In other words, the following circuit isequiva-
lent to Eq. s17d:

s18d

where double-lined boxes are used to represent the measure-
ments.

We emphasize that it is useful to view a circuit as an
abstract representation of the evolution of quantum or clas-
sical information. A quantum circuit is often used to repre-
sent physical registers and transformations, but such associa-
tion is not generally necessary, as is manifest in our
discussion of circuit simulations in the next section.

B. Circuit simulation with Pauli errors

We now describe a notion of circuit simulation useful in
the 1WQC and the TQC models. Most measurements in the
TQC and 1WQC models output random outcomes and in-
duce Pauli errors that are known functions of the measure-
ment outcome. However, the presence of such known errors
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is not a hindrance to the computation, provided subsequent
measurements are adapted accordingly. Since our schemes
share the same feature, it is useful to introduce some conven-
tions that simplify later discussions of simulation.

A quantum circuit consists of ancilla preparations, gates,
and measurements endowed with a partial time-ordering. We
can group together operations that can be performed in par-
allel in a time step, although the grouping may not be unique.
The minimal number of time steps is called thelogical depth
of the circuit. For each grouping ofC, an input stateuc0l
specifies a sequence of quantum stateshucilj whereucil is the
quantum state at the end of theith time step of the compu-
tation. We say that a circuitC8 simulatesC with Pauli errors
if there is a grouping ofC so that, for any input stateuc0l and
any given Pauli errorP, applyingC8 on the inputPuc0l pro-
duces a sequence of statesPiucil wherePi are known Pauli
errors. These Pauli errors redefine the intermediate states and
the final measurement outcomes, but do not affect the in-
tended computation. From now on, we will simply say that
C8 simulatesC to mean thatC8 simulatesC with Pauli errors.
As a simple example, a unitary gate simulates the identity if
and only if it is in the Pauli group. As a second example, a
unitary gate simulates itself if and only if it is in the Clifford
group.

Our notion of simulation is defined to ensure an important
property—circuit simulation is preserved under the compo-
sition of circuits. Therefore, to simulate a circuit, it suffices
to compose simulations of individual circuit elements. Uni-
versality can then be proved by showing how to efficiently
simulate all possible circuit elements required for universal
quantum computation. Furthermore, even though a circuit
element may act on part of an entangled state, it is sufficient
to verify the simulation of a circuit element for all possible
pure state inputs.

In the context of measurement-based quantum computa-
tion, initial sor ancillad state preparation and read out of com-
putation results can be simulated as follows. We will only
need initial states that can be prepared by a simple measure-
ment, up to known Pauli errors. For example, measuring a
single qubit in the computational basis with outcomed
P h0,1j results in the stateXdu0l. Similarly, a measurement
of two qubits in the Bell basis produces a singlet state up to
a known Pauli error. Throughout the paper, we suppress the
known Pauli errors in the ancillas whenever their effects are
straightforward, so as to keep the discussion and the simula-
tion circuits simple. We also omit physically irrelevant global
phase factors that arise from the composition of Pauli errors.
We restrict our attention to measurements that are determin-
istically affected by known Pauli errors, so that the actual
outcomes and the knowledge of the Pauli errors can be used
to determine the Pauli-error-free measurement outcomes. For
example, the result of a measurement in the computational
basis is simply flipped by anX error and unaffected by aZ
error. Now, it suffices to focus on simulating a universal set
of unitary gates in the measurement-based model of quantum
computation.

C. The TQC model

In this section, we review some elements of the TQC. Our
review follows the simplified approach off19g, which allows

the computation to proceed with a deterministic number of
steps. The universality of the TQC model follows from the
ability to simulate any single-qubit gateU and a two-qubit
gate such asLsXd.

The crucial ingredient of the simulation is teleportation
f4g, which transmits a qubitucl using the following circuit:

s19d

When two qubits are connected on the left side of a circuit
diagram, as the bottom two qubits are in Eq.s19d, they de-
note a two-qubit maximally entangled stateuF00l=su00l
+ u11ld /Î2. The dashed box performs aBell measurement
along the basis

uF00l =
1
Î2

su00l + u11ld, uF10l =
1
Î2

su00l − u11ld,

uF01l =
1
Î2

su01l + u10ld, uF11l =
1
Î2

su01l − u10ld.

The teleportation circuit can be verified by rewriting the ini-
tial stateucluF00l as 1

2oc,duFcdl ^ sZcXducld.
The teleportation circuit, Eq.s19d, simulates the identity

gatesin the sense described in Sec. II Bd. In fact, it does so
even when the postmeasurement correctionXdZc is omitted:
for any input stateXaZbucl, the output from the teleportation
circuit without correction is simplyXa+dZb+cucl sup to a glo-
bal phase, as is our convention throughout the paperd. From
now on, Pauli corrections are always omitted in what we call
teleportation.

Suppose we want to simulate a single-qubit gateU. Con-
sider a circuit in which we apply the gateU8=UZbXa to the
input stateXaZbucl and perform teleportation on the resulting
stateUucl. Following Eq.s19d, the output quantum state of
the circuit isXdZcUucl. In other words, the following circuit
simulatesU:

s20d

The circuit in Eq.s20d can be divided into subcircuits, each
of which can be simulated by a single two-qubit measure-
ment. The first subcircuitsthe dashed box in the lower left
cornerd is just the preparation of the stateuF00l. It can be
simulated by a single Bell measurement, up to a Pauli error.
The rest of the circuit,sU8 ^ Id followed by a Bell measure-
ment, is just a two-qubit measurement along a rotated Bell
basishsU8† ^ IduFcdlj. Composing these two measurements
provides a simulation of Eq.s20d, and thus a simulation ofU,
in the TQC model.
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An alternative simulation is applicable to gates in the
Clifford group f9g:

s21d

The above is simply a simulation of the identity by telepor-
tation followed by a simulation ofU by itself. More specifi-
cally, the above circuit teleports the input stateXaZbucl to
produce the stateXa+dZb+cucl, and then applies the gateU.
The output state is thusUXa+dZb+cucl. Using the factU is in
the Clifford group, the output state can be rewritten as
Xa8Zb8Uucl for known a8,b8.

The simulation of two-qubit gates is similar to that de-
picted in Eqs.s20d and s21d. We omit the details of the ex-
isting simulation schemes, and we refer the interested reader
to f19g. Instead, we will present a simplified simulation in
Sec. IV A.

Comparing Eqs.s20d ands21d, the latter simulation has a
simpler teleportation measurement but a more complicated
initial statesI ^ UduF00l. This tradeoff is useful in the simu-
lation of two-qubit gates in the Clifford group.

Note that in the TQC model we assume the ability to
apply measurements to any subset of the qubits, without wor-
rying about the respective locations of those qubits, just as in
the circuit model. The TQC is simply a method for imple-
menting each gate in the circuit model by a sequence of
measurements.

D. The one-way quantum computer model

Since we will present a simple systematic derivation of
1WQC-like schemes, we omit the details of the existing
1WQC schemes, and refer interested readers to the ingenious
schemes discussed inf13,20,33,34g. Instead, we focus on
features of the 1WQC that differ from the TQC model.

The 1WQC is based on an input state known as theclus-
ter statef14g. The cluster state consists of a two-dimensional
square lattice of qubits. To simulate a computation ofn qu-
bits with logical depthm, the lattice is chosen to be of size
Osnd3Osmd. One way of defining the cluster state is as the
result of a two-stage preparation procedure:sid prepare all
lattice sites in the stateu+l=su0l+ u1ld /Î2, and sii d apply
LsZd between each pair of qubits that are adjacent in the
lattice. Since theLsZd operations all commute, it does not
matter in what order they are applied. Note that this prescrip-
tion is merely a convenient way of defining the cluster state,
and there is no need to actually prepare it by following these
steps.

The cluster states naturally generalize tograph states, for
which an arbitrary graph defines the adjacency relation
f34–36g. We will use a feature of any graph state called the
deletion principle. When one of the qubits is measured in the
computational basis, the unmeasured qubits will be left in a
different graph statesup to known Pauli errorsd correspond-
ing to the graph obtained by deleting the measured qubit
from the original graph.

In the 1WQC model, once the cluster state is prepared, an
arbitrary circuit C can be simulated using only single-qubit
measurements. The first step is to “imprint” the circuitC onto
the cluster state by deleting qubits from the lattice to obtain
some graph state that depends onC. Roughly speaking, this
graph consists of horizontal lines of vertices, each line cor-
responding to a qubit inC, and vertical edges connecting
neighboring lines corresponding to interactions between the
simulated qubits. The qubits in the graph are then measured
from the left to the right. Each measurement propagates
quantum information from the measured qubit to its unmea-
sured right neighbor. In general, the measurement basis will
depend on previous measurement outcomes. Each region of
the graph is used to simulate a circuit element. Qubits enter-
ing a region from the left boundary carry the input state of
the circuit element, and qubits exiting at the right boundary
carry the output. When composing element-wise simulation
in the 1WQC model, the output registers of one region have
to match the input registers of the next region. A schematic
diagram for a computation in the 1WQC model is given in
Fig. 1.

Simulation of a circuit using the 1WQC is discussed in
detail in f20g. The precise protocols and their verification are
beyond the scope of this paper. Interpretations in terms of
valence bond solidsf26g and teleportationf27,37g have been
reported recently. In this paper, the derivation is based on a
different underlying principle and the schemes are signifi-
cantly simpler than those discussed inf20g.

E. The substrate representation

Circuit representations of a computation in the 1WQC
model turn out to be rather unwieldy. Instead, we prefer to
use a more concise “substrate representation” in which we
label each vertex in the graph representing the cluster with
the measurement to be performed. The measurement bases
may depend on previous measurement outcomes, and this
dependency should be indicated in the labeling. Note that the
interdependence of the measurement outcomes and measure-
ment bases specifies a partial order in which the qubits must
be measured. An example of the substrate representation is
Eq. s44d, in Sec. IV C 2, which simulates the circuit in Eq.
s39d.

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of a 1WQC computation. Figure
courtesy H. J. Briegel and R. Raussendorf.
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The substrate representation for simulating a certain cir-
cuit often visually resembles the simulated circuitfcf. Eq.
s39dg. One can identify the different physical qubits that
carry the propagating quantum state at different times with
propagation of quantum information in time, and the various
regions of the graph state corresponding to different quantum
gates with the action of those gates themselves.

III. ONE-BIT TELEPORTATION AND SIMPLE
SIMULATION CIRCUITS

All the measurement-based models of quantum computa-
tion share the common feature that measurements are not
performed solely on the qubits storing the data. The reason is
that doing so would destroy the coherence essential to quan-
tum computation. Instead, ancilla qubits are prepared, and
then measurements are used to interact the data with the
ancilla. By choosing the measurements and initial states of
the ancilla carefully, we can ensure that coherence is pre-
served. Even more remarkably, with suitable choices of an-
cilla and measurements, it is possible to effect a universal set
of quantum gates.

In this section, we introduce two circuits that offer per-
haps the simplest example of these principles in action, the
one-bit teleportation circuits introduced inf10g. We will
show how the one-bit teleportation circuits can be used to
derive simulation circuits for a universal set of quantum
gates. These simulation circuits are, again, based solely on
measurements and interaction with an ancilla. In later sec-
tions, we will see that these simulation circuits can be used
to derive both measurement-based models of quantum com-
putation.

The one-bit teleportation circuits are as followsf10g:

s22d

s23d

These circuits are analogous to teleportation in that they
move a qubit from one register to another and simulate the
identity operation. The circuits are named after the Pauli cor-
rections required to fully recover the input state. The circuits
are easily verifiedf10g. Note that theZ- andX-teleportation
circuits can be interconverted by using the input stateHucl
and applying Eqs.s4d and s8d. Moreover, the teleportation
circuit in Eq. s19d can be viewed as a composition of a
Z-teleportation followed by anX-teleportationsby rewriting
the stateuF00l asLsXdsH ^ Idu00ld. Thus, either one of Eqs.
s22d or s23d alone can be viewed as a fundamental primitive
from which all results due to Eqs.s19d, s22d, ands23d can be
obtained.

We now derive from Eqs.s22d ands23d some useful simu-
lation circuits for a universal set of gates. In subsequent sec-

tions, we will systematically derive schemes in the TQC and
the 1WQC models using these simulation circuits.

Consider procedures analogous to the simulation circuits
s20d ands21d, but based on one-bit teleportation. To simulate
a single-qubit gateU acting on an input stateucl with Pauli
error XaZb, a simulation circuit can consist of first applying
U8=UZbXa before either form of one-bit teleportation:

s24d

s25d

We will see that Eqs.s24d ands25d are most useful in the
TQC model. In the 1WQC model, more specialized simula-
tion circuits are required. To simulate the rotationZu, our
simulation circuit takes the input stateXaZbucl and applies
Zs−1dau, followed by Z-teleportation. When the measurement
outcome isc, the output state isZcZs−1dau XaZbucl. Using the
identity XaZs−1dau Xa=Zu, the output state isXaZb+cZuucl.
This is summarized in the circuit

s26d

where we have commutedLsXd andZs−1dau. Similarly, for the
gate Xu, consider a simulation circuit with an input state
XaZbucl, a gateXs−1dbu applied to the input, followed by
X-teleportation. When the measurement outcome isd, the
output state isXdXs−1dbuX

aZbucl=Xa+dZbXuucl. This is sum-
marized in the circuit

s27d

where we have commutedLsXd andXs−1dbu.
Finally, we consider a simulation forLsZd. One possible

method is to simulate the identity on both inputs using
X-teleportation followed by a self-simulation ofLsZd. More
specifically, twoX-teleportation circuits are applied to the
two-qubit input Xa1Zb1 ^ Xa2Zb2ucl, followed by applying
LsZd:

s28d

When the measurement outcomes of the twoX-teleportation
steps ared1 and d2, the output state of the circuit is
LsZdsXa1+d1Zb1 ^ Xa2+d2Zb2ducl. Using Eqs.s9d and s10d, the
output state is sXa1+d1Zb1+a2+d2 ^ Xa2+d2Zb2+a1+d1dLsZducl.
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Thus in Eq.s28d, a18=a1+d1, b18=b1+a2+d2, a28=a2+d2, and
b28=b2+a1+d1.

We can derive useful simulation circuits from Eq.s28d.
Suppose we commuteLsZd to the left of the controlled-
NOTs, and reorder the qubits so that the second qubit from
the top becomes the last:

s29d

Furthermore, for the same input state, the following circuits
produce the same outcomes and corresponding post-
measurement states:

s30d

Thus Eq.s29d implies the following:

s31d

where, according to Eq.s30d, the outputX errors in Eq.s31d
are obtained by addingd1,d2 to a18,a28 defined in Eq.s29d. The
results are simplya1,a2. Finally, rewrite both controlled-
NOTs using Eq.s7d, and note that the state in the dashed box
in Eq. s31d is stabilized byH ^ H, giving a “remoteLsZd”
construction:

s32d

If we perform a remote controlled-NOT by performingH be-
fore and after the remoteLsZd according to Eq.s7d, we ob-
tain the well-known remoteLsXd circuit due to Gottesman
f38g. The current derivation is based only on composing the
identity simulation sby one-bit teleportationd with self-
simulation of the desired gate, and is different from the deri-
vation in f10g.

Our last simulation circuit forLsZd uses the standardsand
easily-verifiedd result that the following circuit implements
MZ^Z on the two input qubits:

s33d

We can apply Eq.s33d to Eq. s32d, and identify the opera-
tions involving the second qubitsfrom the topd in Eq. s32d as
a two-qubit measurement on the first and third qubits. This
gives a simulation circuit forLsZd:

s34d

The operations in the dashed box can be implemented by
MX^Z followed byMZ on the first qubitfsee Eq.s18d in Sec.
II A g. With this argument we have rederived Gottesman’s
remote controlled-NOT using a single-qubit ancilla and two
two-qubit measurementsf39g, and shown that it is easily
understood as a consequence of one-bit teleportation and the
simple circuit identitiess18d and s30d.

IV. MEASUREMENT-BASED UNIVERSAL QUANTUM
COMPUTATION SCHEMES

In this section we derive simple variants of both the TQC
and 1WQC models of computation using the principles de-
scribed in earlier sections. Following the discussion in Sec.
II B, it suffices to show how to perform a universal set of
gates in each measurement-based model of quantum compu-
tation. We will first see that the simulation circuits derived in
the previous section immediately give a universal scheme in
the TQC model. This scheme is much simpler than those
based on teleportation.sA similar simplified scheme was re-
ported independently inf29g.d Then we discuss a method to
further reduce the required resources in the TQC model by
identifying and simulating certain subunits of a circuit. We
then turn to the 1WQC model and present a systematic deri-
vation of universal quantum computation schemes using
primitives discussed in the previous section.

A. Derivation of simplified TQC schemes

1. Universality

Consider the universal set consisting of the single-qubit
gates andLsZd. A single-qubit gate can be performed in the
TQC model using either Eq.s24d or Eq.s25d—the operations
in the dashed boxes are of the form of Eq.s17d, with V in the
Clifford group andV†ZV in the Pauli group. Thus Eq.s18d
without the Pauli correctionV†ZV can be used to implement
the dashed boxes in the TQC model. More concretely, Eqs.
s24d and s25d imply the following simulation circuits:

s35d
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s36d

In Eqs. s35d and s36d the ancillas can be prepared up to
known Pauli errors thatcommutewith the subsequent two-
qubit measurements. Simulation circuits forLsZd can be ob-
tained from Eqs.s32d and s34d:

s37d

s38d

In the above,k1 should be added to the value ofb18 from Eq.
s32d, andk2 should be added tob28. The stateLsZdu+lu+l in
Eq. s37d can be prepared by a two-qubit measurement. In
both Eqs.s37d and s38d, the ancillas can be prepared up to
knownZ errors, which have no effect other than flipping the
measurement outcomes of subsequentMX^Z andMZ^X. The
simulation s37d uses two ancillary qubits, three two-qubit
measurements, and two single-qubit measurements, and its
logical depth is 3. The simulations38d uses one ancillary
qubit, two two-qubit measurements, and two single-qubit
measurements, but its logical depth is 4.

2. Reduced-cost combined pseudosimulations

In the TQC model, how many single- and two-qubit mea-
surements are required to simulate a circuitC consisting of
single-qubit gates,m LsZd gates, andn final single-qubit
measurements on then computation qubits? We can do better
than the method described above by combining some of the
gates in the circuit into larger subunits, and simulating the
subunits directly in the TQC model. In particular, without
loss of generality, there are single-qubit gatesUi,Vi for i
=1, . . . ,m, such thatC only consists ofm “composite” gates
sUi

†
^ Vi

†dLsZdsUi ^ Vid applied in order, followed by single-
qubit measurements.

Starting from Eqs.s32d ands34d and using Eq.s18d, ana-
logues of Eqs.s37d and s38d can be used to attempt the
simulation ofW=sU† ^ V†dLsZdsU ^ Vd for any single-qubit
gatesU andV. These analogues of Eqs.s37d ands38d simply
have MU8†ZU8^X, MX^V8†ZV8, and MU8†ZU8^Z in place of
MZ^X, MX^Z, and MZ^Z respectively. We call these ana-
logues “pseudosimulations,” becauseW is simulated up to

possible left multiplications ofU†ZU and V†ZV, which can
easily be compensated for in the next pseudosimulation in-
volving the same qubit.

The reduced-cost combined pseudosimulations use mea-
surements of complexity comparable to those required in
Eqs.s35d and s36d. Altogether, a computation usingm LsZd
gates andn computation qubits can be pseudosimulated in
TQC usingm ancillary qubits, 2m two-qubit measurements,
and 2m+n single-qubit measurements. In comparison, a full
simulationfsay, using Eqs.s35d ands38dg requires 3m ancil-
lary qubits, 4m two-qubit measurements, and 6m+n single-
qubit measurements.

B. Derivation of schemes similar to the 1WQC starting
from the TQC

In this and subsequent subsections, we present our deri-
vation of 1WQC-like schemes using one-bit teleportation as
the underlying principle, preserving the conceptual simplic-
ity of the TQC. The derivation is motivated by the differ-
ences between the TQC and 1WQC models. The TQC and
1WQC models differ in three main respects.

sad The TQC model is similar to the circuit model in that
no action is required on a qubit unless a nonidentity gate is
applied. In contrast, in the 1WQC model, it is necessary to
keep measuring qubits simply to propagate quantum infor-
mation forward on the lattice.

sbd In the TQC model, interactions are effected by multi-
qubit measurements. In contrast, no interactions are used in
the 1WQC model after the initial preparation of the cluster
state. In some sense, all interactions are built into the initial
state before the computation begins.

scd In the 1WQC model, a circuitC can be simulated
using aC-dependent graph state, which can in turn be pro-
duced from aC-independent cluster state. Thus, the built-in
interactions in the 1WQC model can be made independent of
C. In contrast, a TQC simulation has a one-to-one correspon-
dence withC.

These differences suggest a strategy to derive 1WQC-like
schemes using the principles of the TQC model: every gate is
performed by simulation circuits based on teleportation or
one-bit teleportationfsuch as Eqs.s20d, s21d, s26d, s27d, and
s32dg. Suppose the goal is to simulate a circuitC with n
qubits andm time steps.

sad Each gate inC will be simulated by circuits like Eqs.
s26d, s27d, ands32d. Furthermore, in each time step, identity
gates will be explicitly simulated on qubits that are not being
acted on. Thus, each qubit will be “teleported” in each step.
Matching the output of one gate simulation to the input of
the next, we obtain a circuitC8 that “teleports” each of then
qubits m times, with the desired gates performed along the
way. C8 contains initial u0l states, one- or two-qubit gates,
and single-qubit measurements. Note that in this circuit we
do not interpret a two-qubit gate followed by a single-qubit
measurement as an incomplete two-qubit measurement, as
we did in the TQC. The reason is that in the next step we will
build the two-qubit gates into the initial state, leading to an
equivalent circuit containing only single-qubit measure-
ments.
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sbd To build interactions into the initial state, we apply
standard circuit identities to rewriteC8 so that all two-qubit
gates occur before theC-dependent single-qubit gates, fol-
lowed by single-qubit measurements. The circuits used to
simulate each gate are chosen to facilitate this step. The re-
sulting circuit C9 consists ofsid two-qubit gates acting on
circuit-independent product states andsii d circuit-dependent
single-qubit gates followed by single-qubit measurements.
We regard the stateucCl after stepsid as a new initial state,
and the remaining single-qubit gates and measurement in
stepsii d as single-qubit measurements in redefined bases. We
can thus interpretC9 as starting from aC-dependent initial
stateucCl, followed by single-qubit measurements. We will
see thatucCl is like the circuit-dependent graph state in the
original 1WQC scheme. Schemes derived in this way will be
called 1WQCTG schemes, with T standing for the underlying
principle of teleportation, and G for an initial graph state.
Besides being an intermediate step to our final model, the
1WQCTG model is also useful in its own right if the simu-
lated circuit is known at the time of the initial state prepara-
tion and the interactions can be selectively implementedsfor
example, inf22,31gd.

scd We want to modify the 1WQCTG schemes to start with
a fixed, universal initial state analogous to the cluster state.
The idea is to find a circuit that simulates a two-qubit gate or
the identity gate depending on the choices of the subsequent
single-qubit measurements. In other words, the interactions
built into the initial state are “optional,” in the sense they
may or may not be implemented. The desired universal ini-
tial state simply has an optional interaction built in wherever
the interaction may occur. We call the resulting model
1WQCT.

C. Derivation of a scheme using circuit-dependent graph
states„1WQCTG…

1. A universal circuit decomposition

The most general quantum circuitC can be viewed as
consisting of alternating steps ofsid arbitrary single-qubit
gates andsii d optionalnearest-neighborLsZd gatesfbecause
H andLsZd can be composed to make swap gatesg. We want
gate-simulation circuits in which the interactions can be per-
formed before theC-dependent single-qubit gates. Thus,
simulation circuits like Eqs.s26d and s27d are preferred to
ones like Eqs.s24d and s25d. Such choices preserve univer-
sality since any single-qubit gate has an Euler angle decom-
positionU=Zu3

Xu2
Zu1

. The circuitC now contains cycles of
sid arbitrary Z rotations,sii d arbitrary X rotations,siii d arbi-
trary Z rotations, andsivd optional nearest-neighborLsZd
gates, represented mathematically asLsZdk wherek can be
freely chosen fromh0,1j. Since aLsZd commutes with theZ
rotations before and after, theZ rotations can be merged. For
example, two cycles on two qubits can be represented by

s39d

whereui are arbitrary angles of rotation, and the dotted line

for LsZd denotes an optional gate. We will see that it is more
efficient to simulateLsZd and Z rotations together. Thus, a
circuit should be decomposed into cycles, each with two
steps:sid arbitrary X rotations, andsii d arbitrary Z rotations
and optional nearest-neighborLsZd gates.

2. Simulation using one-bit teleportation

We first describe the simulation circuits for the elemen-
tary steps just described. We use Eq.s27d to simulateXu,
restated here:

s40d

We will identify Hu0l= u+l as part of the initial state prepa-
ration. We simulate an optionalLsZd gate andZ rotations in
a single step, by composing a self-simulation of an optional
LsZd with simulations ofZ rotations as follows:

s41d

In the above,LsZd is performed ifk=1, and not ifk=0. The
state afterLsZdk is sXa1Zb1+a2k ^ Xa2Zb2+a1kdLsZdkucl. After
the Z rotations and teleportation, the final output is
sXa1Zb1+a2k+c1 ^ Xa2Zb2+a1k+c2d sZu1

^ Zu2
dLsZdkucl. Therefore,

a18=a1, a28=a2, b18=b1+a2k+c1, and b28=b2+a1k+c2 in Eq.
s41d.

Finally, we chain together the simulation circuits for the
repeating cycles ofsid arbitraryX rotations andsii d arbitrary
Z rotations and optional nearest-neighborLsZd gates. The
resulting circuit to simulate Eq.s39d, with two cycles for two
qubits, is

s42d
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Each arrow in Eq.s42d indicates where the output of a cer-
tain teleportation step matches the input of the subsequent
teleportation. The values ofai8 andbi8 can be read from Eqs.
s40d ands41d. The circuit of Eq.s42d generalizes easily ton
qubits with multiple optionalLsZd gates.

The simulations42d can be simplified bysid rewriting
LsXd as sI ^ HdLsZdsI ^ Hd, sii d canceling out consecutive
Hadamard gatesssinceH2= Id, siii d rewritingHu0l asu1l, and
sivd absorbingH before a single-qubit measurement as part
of the measurement. We thus obtain a simpler simulation
scheme for Eq.s39d:

s43d

We can view the operations in the dashed boxes as single-
qubit measurements, and the rest of the circuit as an initial
stateucCl. Note thatucCl is a graph state, as defined in Sec.
II D. The circuitC determines whether eachLsZdk= I or LsZd
in ucCl. The substrate representation of Eq.s43d is

s44d

where the measurements are as specified in Eq.s43d. The
initial graph state for ann-qubit circuit C with m time steps
can be chosen to be

s45d

Equationss44d fwith measurements specified in Eq.s43dg
and s45d form a complete recipe for the simulation of a
known quantum circuit by the 1WQCTG scheme. This ap-
proach is generally more efficient than the circuit-
independents1WQCTd schemes described in the following
section. Indeed, the 1WQCTG approach is useful in its own

right when the simulated circuit is known at the time of
initial state preparation.

D. Derivation of schemes using a universal family
of initial states „1WQCT…

We now present methods for performing an optional
LsZd. Composing the optionalLsZd simulation with the
1WQCTG scheme described in the previous section, we ob-
tain various 1WQCT schemes.

1. The remoteL„Z… approach (I)

Consider the circuits32d that simulatesLsZd:

s46d

Note that we have explicitly labeled all the qubits. The cir-
cuit in Eq.s46d starts with a graph state, and applies the gate
Zd2 ^ Zd1LsZd to qubits 1 and 4. On the other hand, the de-
letion principle fromf13g ssee Sec. II Dd shows that, if theH
gates on qubits 2 and 3 are simply omitted, and those qubits
are measured alonghu0l,u1lj, then qubits 1 and 4 are disen-
tangled, and an identity gate is simulated instead.

Substituting the initial graph state of Eq.s46d for the op-
tional LsZd in Eq. s45d, the initial graph state for our first
1WQCT scheme is given by

s47d

This graph state can be used to simulate a 4-qubit circuit for
9 cycles ofsid arbitraryX rotations andsii d arbitraryZ rota-
tions and optional nearest-neighborLsZd. The region corre-
sponding to the simulation of one cycle is marked by a
dashed box. The above state can in turn be obtained by “de-
leting” qubits denoted by empty circlessby measuring them
in the computational basisd in the following cluster state:

s48d
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This cluster state-based simulation requires six physical qu-
bits per logical qubit per cycle.

2. The remoteL„Z… approach (II)

The remoteLsZd described in the previous section re-
quires two ancilla qubits perLsZd. We can save resources by
relaxing the exact simulation condition, and use the follow-
ing circuit:

s49d

whereH8=sZ+Yd /Î2 andH8 followed by MZ is simply MY.
Let Rd be theZ-rotationZs−1dd+1p/2. The above circuit imple-
ments the gatesRd ^ RddLsZd, and yields a 1WQCT scheme
from the 1WQCTG model in Sec. IV C 2, because arbitraryZ
rotations are always simulated with the optionalLsZd. Sub-
stituting Eq.s49d into Eq.s45d gives another universal initial
graph state

s50d

which can again be obtained from the cluster state by delet-
ing the cites marked by empty circles:

s51d

This scheme requires only four physical qubits per logical
qubit per cycle.

The above schemes are quite efficient in terms of the
number of physical qubits per logical operation. Moreover,
such efficiency is achieved with remarkably little manipula-
tion; rather, it arises from following simple guidelines in a
systematic derivation.

3. The cancellation approach

The cancellation approach uses the fact that in 1WQCTG,
the angle of single-qubit rotations can be entirely determined
by the measurement basis, and can be chosen online. The
idea is to intersperse two consecutiveLsZd gates with a
single-qubit rotation so that proper choices of the angle of
rotation allow the two interactions to add up or cancel out. In
particular,

LsZdsI ^ XudLsZd = 5I if u = 0,

sI ^ Xp/2dLsXd if u = −
p

2
.6

The gateL=sI ^ Xp/2dLsXd is locally equivalent toLsXd,
and is universal given the ability to perform all single-qubit
gates. Thus, we can perform optional nearest-neighborL
gates by introducing pairs ofLsZd with a variableX rotation
interspersed between each pair. This observation can be used
to extend 1WQCTG to a scheme with a fixed initial state. The
idea is to represent a quantum computation as a set of repeat-
ing subunits. A subunit consists of the following:sid arbitrary
X rotations,sii d arbitraryZ rotations and̂ i oddLsZdi,i+1, siii d
interspersedX rotations, sivd arbitrary Z rotations and
^ i oddLsZdi,i+1, svd arbitraryX rotations,svid arbitraryZ ro-
tations and^ i evenLsZdi,i+1, svii d interspersedX rotations,
and sviii d arbitrary Z rotations and^ i evenLsZdi,i+1, where
subscripts onLsZd denote the qubits being acted on. Follow-
ing the discussion in Sec. IV C 2, the initial graph state is
given by

s52d

In this diagram, qubits corresponding to the interspersedX
rotations are marked by extra circles. The above state can be
used to simulate a five-qubit circuit for two cycles.

The above graph state can also be produced from a cluster
state, though the resulting scheme is not as efficient as the
first approach.

4. The routing approach

In the routing approach, a qubit can be teleported to an
interaction or a non-interaction site. The interaction is always
applied at the interaction site, but it may be applied to the
quantum data or to some dummy state.

Using X teleportation, it is possible to teleport a given
input state to one of several possible destinations. To see how
this works, we consider the case of two destinations:

s53d

Examining this circuit identity and comparing with the cir-
cuit for X-teleportation, we see that by measuring the third
qubit we can effect anX-teleportation of the first qubit to the
second. Alternately, if we had decided instead to measure the
second qubit, we would have been able to effect an
X-teleportation of the first qubit to the third. Thus, we are
able to choose to route the stateucl to one of two destina-
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tions. The other qubit will be in a known stateukl= u0l or u1l.
After this X-teleportation, the next simulation step is a
Z-teleportation that will performLsZd on the path meant for
interaction andI on the other path.Z rotations are also per-
formed at the same time. In the previous step, the qubit state
was teleported to the desired destination, and the unwanted
destination is in some known random stateukl. The
Z-teleportation can also be constructed to take its input from
either location, using the identity

s54d

We can combine the teleportation steps as in Eq.s42d, and
we obtain a simplified circuit analogous to Eq.s43d. The
following graph state is the initial state for this routing ap-
proach:

s55d

The processing of information in this graph state is easy to
understand. Consider the top three lines of qubits in the
graph, i.e., the eight adjacent “diamonds” at the top of the
graph. This line of diamonds represents the processing of a
single logical qubit. Information starts out in the leftmost
vertex of the diamond, and is then routed either to the top
vertex of the diamond, or to the bottom vertex. If it is routed
to the bottom vertex, then it may be interacted with the sec-
ond row of diamonds, representing the second logical qubit,
effecting aLsZd gate between logical qubits. If it is routed
through the top vertex, then no interaction takes place. Fi-
nally, Z teleportation is used to reroute the information from
either the top or the bottom vertex into the rightmost vertex
of the diamond. Thus, we see that this state can be used to
simulate a five-qubit circuit for four cycles.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have explained how one-bit teleportation
can be used as a simple underlying principle to systemati-
cally derive measurement-based schemes for universal quan-
tum computation. These derivations provide a single unified
approach that encompasses schemes similar to both the
1WQC sone-way quantum computerd model introduced in
f13g, and the TQCsteleportation-based model of quantum
computationd introduced inf15g. However, our schemes have
the added advantage of being significantly simpler than pre-

viously known schemes in either approach. Most impor-
tantly, our derivation has elicited a simple underlying prin-
ciple for the 1WQC.

We have also outlined a variety of tools and techniques
for designing schemes for measurement-based quantum
computation. Our schemes have many variants, indicating
the flexibility of our constructions. We hope that the library
of tools we have described will be of use both in developing
further insight into the power and limitations of
measurement-based quantum computation, and in designing
1WQC schemes suited to a particular information processing
task or physical implementation. To illustrate how our sys-
tematic method and tools can be applied, we derive a 1WQC
scheme for the bit-reversal operation in the Appendix. This
scheme was presented inf33g, but no network explanation
had previously been given.
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APPENDIX: THE BIT-REVERSAL OPERATION

The bit-reversal operation onn qubits is defined on the
computational basis asux1lux2l¯ uxnl→ uxnl¯ ux2lux1l. A
simple 1WQC scheme was presented inf31g. Following
f31g, we illustrate the idea forn=4, while similar results hold
for arbitraryn. The substrate representation of the scheme in
f31g is given by

sA1d
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where then=4 leftmost srightmostd qubits carry the input
soutputd. Every qubit in the input or thes2n−1d3 s2n−1d
middle block is measured in theX basis. To derive Eq.sA1d,
we first depict a classical circuit for the bit-reversal opera-
tion:

Note that the above is a valid quantum circuit for bit-reversal
as well. AddingH to each of the input and output qubits in
bit-reversal preserves the operation. Furthermore, rewriting
LsXd using Eq.s7d, we obtain the following quantum circuit
decomposition for bit-reversal:

Using the Euler angle decomposition

H = ie−iZp/4e−iXp/4e−iZp/4 sA2d

and following our procedure in Sec. IV C, we obtain a
1WQCTG scheme with substrate representation:

Finally, we can simplify the above to become Eq.sA1d by
making the replacement:

due to Eq.s49d. sThe extraZ rotations on the two qubits
always occur together, and compose to become a Pauli op-
eration.d
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